Abstract. This paper introduces a new approach for the verification of systems with unspecified components. In our approach, some model-checking problems concerning a component-based system are first reduced to the emptiness problem of an oracle finite automaton, which is then solved by testing the unspecified components on-the-fly with test-cases generated automatically from the oracle finite automaton. The generated test-cases are of bounded length, and with a properly chosen bound, a complete and sound solution is immediate. Particularly, the whole verification process can be carried out in an automatic way. In the paper, a symbolic algorithm is given for generating test-cases and performing the testings, and an example is drawn from an TinyOS application to illustrate our approach.
Introduction
In recent years, component-based software development [20, 6] has gained enormous popularity where large systems are built by assembling software components previously developed by the same organization, customized by third-party software vendors, or even purchased as commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products. This development method, however, has also posed one serious challenge to the quality assurance issue of component-based software-externally obtained components could be a new source of system failures. And the response to this challenge is greatly complicated by some intrinsic characteristics of component-based software: 1) for copyright or patent reasons, source codes or design details of externally obtained software components are usually not available to system developers; 2) software components are generally built with multiple sets of functionality [15] and with huge state space in their interfaces; 3) in many applications, software components are used for dynamic upgrading or extending running systems [30] that are too expensive or not supposed to be stopped at all. For instance, in practice, testing is almost the most natural resort to solve the problem; and when integrating a component into a system, developers may choose to either extensively test the component in isolation or hook the component with the system and conduct integration testing. The problem with the first choice, however, is that it is usually difficult to know when the testing over the component is adequate, and indiscriminately testing all the functionality of a software component is not only expensive but sometimes also infeasible due to the second characteristic. The second choice is not always applicable due to the third characteristic. On the other hand, for safety-critical and mission-critical systems, formal verification techniques, like model-checking [9] , are usually desired over the testing techniques to establish the solid confidence for a reliable component. Yet, existing formal verification techniques are not always applicable either, due to the first characteristic.
Clearly, this problem plagues both component-based software systems and modularized hardware systems that contain externally obtained components. Generally, we call such systems as systems with unspecified components (in spite of the fact that in many cases, the components are partially specified, our approach still applies). In this paper, we study some model-checking problems, i.e., reachability, safety, and LTL Model-checking problems, for systems with unspecified components.
Most of the current work addresses this problem from the viewpoint of component developers, i.e., how to ensure the quality of components before they are released [33, 29, 24, 34] . This view, however, is fundamentally insufficient: an extensively tested component (by the vendor) may still not perform as expected in a specific deployment environment, since the deployment environments of a component could be quite different and diverse such that they may not be thoroughly tried by the vendor. We approach this problem from system developers' point of view: how to ensure that a component functions correctly in a host system where the component is deployed. The idea of our approach is simple: with respect to certain requirements about a system, derive and test the expected behaviors for the unspecified components. Specifically, we first reduce the model-checking problems concerning systems with unspecified components to the emptiness problem of oracle finite automata [35] , which are finite automata augmented with query tapes and the ability of querying some external oracles during its computation. This is similar to the conventional automata-theoretic approaches for model-checking [32] . The difference, however, is that decision problems in conventional automata-theoretic model-checking approaches generally have analytic solutions, while the emptiness problem of an oracle finite automaton can only be resolved by querying the oracles with query strings of length bounded by some B. Since each query in the oracle automaton is equivalent to running a test-case corresponding to the query string over an unspecified component, so essentially the solution to solve the emptiness problem is a testing process. But the key point is the generation of test-cases. In this paper, we give an efficient testing algorithm that only generates test-cases that are useful to solve the problem, and performs testing on the fly. Moreover, with an appropriately chosen bound B, our approach is both sound and complete.
Preliminaries

The System Model
In this paper, we consider systems consisting of a host system and a collection of components whose design details are not given. Such a system is denoted by
for some k ≥ 1, where M is the host system and each X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is an unspecified component. Both the host system M and all the unspecified components X i 's are finitestate transition systems and they communicate synchronously via a finite set of input and output symbols. Formally, a component X i can be viewed as a quintuple
where S i is a finite set of states, s i init ∈ S i is the initial state, Σ i is a finite set of input symbols, ∇ i is a finite set of output symbols, and
Since X i is unspecified, its states set S i and transition relation R i are not supposed to be given. But we can assume that its sets of input and outputs symbols, Σ i and ∇ i as well as an upper bound m i for X i 's number of states |S i | are always given, we also assume that a special input symbol (not in Σ i ) "reset" always makes X i return to its initial state s i init regardless of its current state. Furthermore, for each unspecified component X i , we assume that it is input-deterministic, i.e., for any α ∈ Σ i , if (s, α, t) ∈ R i and (s, α, t ) ∈ R i then t = t ; we also assume that X i is output-deterministic, i.e., for any β ∈ ∇ i and β ∈ Σ i ∪ ∇ i , if (s, β, t) ∈ R i and (s, β , t ) ∈ R i then β = β and t = t . These two latter assumptions ensure that black-box testing can be efficiently performed on 
s).
Note that, in the case when X i is fully specified, the system can be regarded as an I/O automaton [23] . As an illustrating example, we consider a simple system Sys = M, X that has only one unspecified component X. In this system, M keeps receiving messages from the outside environment and then transmits the message through X. The unspecified component X accepts only one input symbol send, but has three output symbols yes, no and ack. The transition graph of M is depicted in Figure 1 , where a suffix ? denotes an input transition (e.g., ack?), a suffix ! denotes an output transition (e.g. send!), and an infix / is an abbreviation (to save space) for a pair of consecutive output/input transitions (e.g., send!/yes?), while a symbol without any suffix denotes an event transition (e.g. msg).
Black-Box Testing
Black-box testing is a technique to test a system without knowing its internal structure. The system is regarded as a "black-box" in the sense that its behavior can only be determined by observing (i.e., testing) its input/out sequences. Each unspecified component X i defined in the previous subsection can be regarded as a "black-box". But, our definition of an unspecified component in (2) is not the Mealy machine as used in traditional black-box testing. So, for the purpose of testing over X i , we assume that whenever X i is sent an input symbol in Σ i , it immediately outputs a special output symbol (not in ∇ i ) "yes" or "no" to indicate whether the input symbol is accepted or not. Also we assume that X i has a special input symbol (not in Σ i ) "probe" that always makes M i execute an output transition (s, β, s ) ∈ R i if s is its current state, or just output the special symbol "no" if there are no such transitions. Let π j denote the j-th element of a string π, then the following algorithm BlkBoxTest(X i , π) is used in this paper to test whether π is an behavior of X i :
if send(X i , "probe") = β 8:
return "no"; 9: return "yes";
Oracle Finite Automata
In a recent paper [35] , we studied oracle finite automata that are finite automata augmented with queries to some oracles. In that paper, we show that, in many cases, the emptiness problems (whether an oracle finite automaton accepts an empty language) are bounded testable; i.e., one can calculate a number B (called query bound) such that querying the oracles with query strings not longer than B is sufficient to solve the emptiness problems. We have obtained computable query bounds B for various classes of oracles for various restricted forms of oracle finite automata (e.g., regular oracles, context-free oracles, commutative semilinear oracles, etc.). However, efficient algorithms for solving the problem were not given in [35] . In this section, after we recall some basic definitions on oracle finite automata,we given an efficient dynamic testing algorithm to solve the emptiness problem of oracle automata, which in turn will be used to solve the model-checking problems concerning systems with unspecified components in the next section.
Definitions
An oracle automaton is a finite automaton augmented with a finite number of query tapes (that are initially empty) and the power of querying some oracles during its computation.
Let O be a class of languages over alphabet Σ. An oracle O is a language in O whose definition is unknown, but querying the oracle with a word w on Σ (i.e., w ∈ Σ * ) always gives a definite "yes" or "no" answer (depending on whether w is a word of O). Formally, an oracle finite automaton (OFA) with k oracles drawn from O (written as M O ), is a tuple
where Σ is the given alphabet, S is a finite set of states with s init being the initial state and F ⊆ S being a set of accepting states. R is a (finite) set of transitions, each of which is one of the following: 
Testability of the Emptiness Problem
For the OFAs and ω-OFAs defined in the previous subsection, various decision problems can be considered. In this paper, we study the emptiness problem, which is to decide whether an OFA M O (O 1 , . . ., O k ) accepts an empty language. In the next section, we will show that this emptiness problem is closely related with some model-checking problems for systems with unspecified components. Obviously, since the behavior of an OFA depends on the query results with its oracles and the definitions of the oracles are unknown, we can not analytically solve the problem only from the definition of M itself.
Recall that an oracle O is a language drawn from some class of languages O. Suppose that O is the class of languages accepted by deterministic finite automata (DFA) with at most m states. Then a finite automaton (without oracles) T can be constructed to solve the emptiness problem of the OFA 
Let OFA DFA(m) denote the OFAs whose oracles are drawn from the class of languages accepted by deterministic finite automata (DFA) with at most m states. Then we have the following conclusion:
Similarly, let OFA DFA(m) ω denote a oracle Buchi automata whose oracles are drawn from the class of languages accepted by deterministic finite automata (DFA) with at most m states. Then we have the following conclusion:
Clearly, not every OFA's emptiness problem can be solved in this way; i.e., not every OFA's emptiness problem is testable. For instance, OFAs associated with oracles from context-free languages are proved to be not testable (for a detailed exposition about the testability of oracle automata, see [35] ).
A Dynamic Testing Algorithm
The solution to the emptiness problem for OFA DFA(m) and OFA
DFA(m) ω
in the previous subsection involves pre-querying the oracles indiscriminately with all possible strings with length shorter than 2m − 1. This would be extremely inefficient in practice, considering the fact that there are an exponential number (|Σ| 2m−1 ) of such strings. In this subsection, we introduce a more efficient algorithm to solve the emptiness problem for OFA DFA(m) and OFA
. The new algorithm only queries the oracles with query strings that could be "generated" by the OFAs. Since each query to an oracle can also be viewed as a test over the oracle where the query string is a test-case, this algorithm can also be viewed as a dynamic testing process where test-cases are generated on-the-fly.
Suppose that M DFA(m) is an OFA as defined in (3). Without loss of generality, we assume that M is associated with only one oracle (i.e., k = 1); generalization to multiple oracles is straightforward. Consequently, there will be only one query tape in M . Then we write instructions reset(i), write(i, a), query(i), and ¬query(i) as reset, write(a), query, and ¬query, respectively. A transition relation r is a subset of S × S, where S is the state set of M . We use r 1 • r 2 to denote the relation obtained from composing relation r 1 with relation r 2 , Intersect to denote the intersection operator, and TransClosure(r) to denote the transitive closure of a relation r, respectively. We also use Empty(r) to test whether a relation r is empty. Then, from the definition of M , we define the following transition relations: if ¬Empty(r ) 25:
return "unsuccessful"; 26: if Θ and Θ are equal or l > B 27:
return "successful"; 28: goto 4;
The TestEmptiness algorithm works as follows. We maintain a finite set Θ of pairs of a relation r and a word w. For two states s and s , s, s is in r iff, starting from state s and with empty query tape, there is some input word such that state s is reached (after running M on the input) with the query tape content w, during which no reset occurs. The algorithm also maintains a relation E: for two states s and s , s, s is in E iff, starting from state s and with empty query tape, there is a run of M that brings to state s and also with empty query tape. After initializing Θ and E, the entire algorithm works as a loop from statement 4 to statement 28 and back. In the l-th round (l starts with 0), the algorithm updates an element (r, w) in Θ with |w| = l, realized by changing w into wa (i.e., write(a) on the query tape). However, transitions like reading input symbols and querying the oracle can happen before this write, and obviously, the query result matters. This is shown in statements 6-13 where an updated version (r , w) of (r, w) is replaced in Θ (i.e., statement 13). Notice that, a query is performed when necessary shown in statement 8. Then, write(a) is implemented in statements 17-20 to add longer query strings wa into Θ. Clearly, w can also be changed into an empty string through a reset, which causes an update on E (recalling the meaning of E mentioned earlier) shown in statements [14] [15] [16] . Finally in the round, statements 22-27 are used to check whether M accepts an empty language. Clearly, according to the semantics of Θ, if it has a (r, w) where r contains the pair of the initial state and an accepting state, then obviously M accepts a nonempty language -an "unsuccessful" is returned as the result of statements [23] [24] [25] . If the set Θ does not change in the round (so further rounds are not necessarily) or the level l is higher than the given bound B, then M must accept an empty language (i.e., returns "successful" as in statement 27).
It's not hard to show that the above algorithm is both sound and complete, if one chooses a bound B ≥ m·|M |. It shall also be noted that the algorithm can be implemented symbolically. This is because a relation can be represented symbolically as a Boolean formula whose satisfying assignments can be further encoded with a BDD [7] . Operations like TransClosure, Intersect, •, Empty are all standard operations in existing BDD libraries [28] .
We can construct another algorithm ω-TestEmptiness for testing the emptiness problem of M 
The Model-Checking Problems
As mentioned in Section 1, this paper studies some model-checking problems, i.e., the reachability, safety, and LTL model-checking problems for systems with unspecified components. In this section, we show that these model-checking problems can be first reduced to the emptiness problem of oracle finite automata, and then be solved by testing the unspecified components with the algorithms defined in the previous section.
Suppose that Sys = M, X 1 , ..., X k is defined in (1) . Let m = max 1≤i≤k m i (recall that m i is an upper bound for the number of states in X i ). The reachability problem is to decide: starting from its initial state, whether Sys can reach some state in a given set Bad of states; i.e., whether Bad is reachable in Sys (in practice, Bad may specify some "bad" states that are not supposed to be reached).
To solve this problem, we first construct an OFA, M 
For instance, from the system depicted in Figure 1 , we can construct an OFA as shown in Figure 2 (since this OFA has only one query tape, in Figure 2 , we write instructions write(i, a) and query(i) as write(a) and query respectively). Now it is easy to see that Bad is not reachable in the system Sys iff the constructed M OFA accepts a nonempty language. Then we have,
Theorem 3. The reachability problem for the system Sys is testable.
The safety problem is to decide whether every behavior of the system Sys is contained in a given regular language R. Assume that the complement of R can be accepted by a finite automaton M R and letM be the Cartesian product of M R and M . Notice that each state inM is a pair of states in M R and M respectively andM totally has |M R | · |M | Next, we consider the model-checking problems concerning ω-behaviors of the system Sys; i.e., the LTL model-checking problem.
The linear-time temporal logic (LTL) views the behaviors of a finite-state system as a set of paths, i.e., infinite words on an alphabet Σ. And LTL formulas, which are interpreted over paths, are defined as follows:
where a ∈ Σ is an atomic proposition. X is the next operator, and U is the until operator. We interpret each atomic proposition a as the singleton set {a}. Intuitively, a path σ satisfies an atomic proposition a if the first symbol of σ is symbol a. A path σ satisfies Xφ if σ 1 (by deleting the first symbol in σ) satisfies φ. σ satisfies φUψ if there is a suffix σ i (by deleting the first i symbols) of σ such that (1) . the suffix satisfies ψ and (2). φ is consistently satisfied on each σ j with 0 ≤ j < i. Notice that our treatment of atomic propositions here is essentially equivalent to a standard LTL definition [10] (though the appearance of ours is a little different). LTL is capable of expressing many interesting properties of a reactive system. For instance, the property "the pump is on for infinitely many times" can be expressed as 23pumpOn (where 3φ (eventually φ) is an abbreviation for true U φ, and 2φ (always φ) stands for ¬3¬φ.). We use [f ] to denote the set of ω-words that satisfy f . It is known that [f ] can be accepted by a Buchi automaton (an ω-OFA without the query tapes) with O(2 |f | ) number of states, where |f | is the length of f ).
The LTL model-checking problem is to decide whether every ω-behavior of the system Sys satisfies a given LTL formula f . Similar to the standard LTL model-checking approach [32] , we defineM to be the Cartesian product of M and the Buchi automaton that accepts [¬f ] . Similar as before, we construct an ω-OFA,M
from thisM as well as the unspecified components X i s. Observe that the LTL modelchecking problem is equivalent to checking the emptiness ofM
Hence, we have the following result:
Theorem 5. The LTL model-checking problem for the system Sys is testable.
Note that in the above constructions, the oracles actually characterize the behaviors of the unspecified components. Therefore, when we apply the TestEmptiness algorithm to the constructed OFAs (OFA ω s), line 8 of TestEmptiness, i.e., "query the oracle with string w" should be replaced with BlkBoxTest(X, w). That is, the model-checking problems for the systems Sys are finally reduced to testings over the unspecified components in Sys.
Remark. As we have seen from the above reductions from the model-checking problems on Sys to the emptiness problems for the constructed M OFA s, there are no reset and negative query transitions in M OFA . This implies that the reduction and the algorithms still work when we understand each m i , instead of being the number of states in component X i , to be the number of states in a nondeterministic finite automaton that accepts the behaviors of X i . This will greatly bring down the bound B for query strings for the algorithms TestEmptiness and ω-TestEmptiness. Also, the above argument still applies, if we further allow "reset" to be an ordinary input symbol of X i , i.e., "reset" can appear on a transition in Sys. Clearly, the transition containing a "reset" in sys corresponds to a reset transition in the OFA to which Sys is reduced.
Applications
In this section, we consider a TinyOS application. TinyOS is a lightweight operating system for networked sensors [18] . It is designed with a highly modularized architecture such that a specific application can be easily built by assembling just the software components required to synthesize the application from the hardware components. In a TinyOS application, components are glued together through interfaces. An interface consists of a set of commands and a set of events, and each component declares the interfaces it provides to other components and the interfaces it shall use from other components. The provider of an interface must implement a command handler for each command in the interface; and the user of an interface must implement an event handler for each event in the interface. The command handlers return a boolean value indicating a success or failure. A TinyOS application is event-driven; i.e., it executes by synchronizing events and commands between its components.
For instance, consider a data acquirement application which periodically transmits the reading of a photo sensor via some underlying communication network. This application consists of a host system and three components: timer, photo and comm whose are as implied by their names. All three components respond to three standard commands: init, start, and stop. Particularly, the timer component also signals an event fired when the time interval set runs out. The photo component always responds to a command getdata, but it signals an event dataready only when the sensor's reading is ready. The comm component always responds to a command send, but it signals an event done only when the data is successfully sent.
Suppose the internal specifications of the three components are not available, but we know they are all finite state transition systems. Then each of them can be treated as an unspecified component in (2) , and the system can be viewed as a system in (1). The transition graph of the host system is depicted in Figure 3 , where s 0 is the initial state, suffix "?" is used to denote an event coming from a component, suffix "!" is used to denote a command sent to a component, infix "/" is used as an abbreviation (to save space) for a pair of consecutive command and event, symbols without any suffix denote commands from the outside world, and denotes an empty symbol. Notice that, in Figure 3 , we use two additional events "yes" and "no" to indicate the return value of a command handler (i.e., the success or failure of a command), and we also used "all" as an abbreviation for all of the three components.
Related Work
In the formal verification area, there has been a long history of research on verification of systems with modular structure (called modular verification [27] ). A key idea [21, 17] in modular verification is called the assume-guarantee paradigm: A module should guarantee to have the desired behavior once the environment with which the module is interacting has the assumed behavior. There have been a variety of implementations for this idea (see, e.g., [1] ). However, the assume-guarantee idea does not fit with our problem setup since it requires users to have clear assumptions about a module's environment. Although Giannakopoulou et. al. [14] introduced a novel approach to generate assumptions that characterize exactly the environment in which a component satisfies its property. Their donot generalize to systems with unspecified components where a purely formal method is not applicable.
In the past decade, there also has been some research on combining model-checking and testing techniques for system verification, which can be classified into a broader class of techniques called specification-based testing. But most of the work [8, 19, 11, 13, 3, 5, 2] just utilizes model-checkers' ability of producing counter-examples from a system's specification to generate test-cases against an implementation. In spirit, our work is closely related with the series of work by Peled et. al. [26, 16, 25] where they studied the issue of checking a black-box against a temporal property (called black-box checking). But our problem setup is on the verification of component-based systems, and we focus on how to derive test-cases for unspecified components from the host system. Their approach requires a clearly-defined property (LTL formula) about the black-box, which is not always possible in component-based systems. Fisler et. al. [12, 22] introduced an idea of deducing a model-checking condition for extension features from the base feature to study model-checking feature-oriented software designs. Unfortunately, their approach relies totally on model-checking techniques; their algorithms have false negatives and do not handle LTL formulas.
